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ABSTRACT
People who are blind or low-vision may have a harder time participating in exercise due to inaccessibility or lack of experience. We employed Value Sensitive Design (VSD) to explore the potential of technology to enhance exercise for people who are blind or low-vision. We conducted 20 semi-structured interviews about exercise and technology with 10 people who are blind or low-vision and 10 people who facilitate fitness for people who are blind or low-vision. We also conducted a survey with 76 people to learn about outsider perceptions of hypothetical exercise with people who are blind or low-vision. Based on our interviews and survey, we found opportunities for technology development in four areas: 1) mainstream exercise classes, 2) exercise with sighted guides, 3) rigorous outdoors activity, and 4) navigation of exercise spaces. Design considerations should include when and how to deliver auditory or haptic information based on exercise and context, and whether it is acceptable to develop less mainstream technologies if they enhance mainstream exercise. The findings of this work seek to inform the design of accessible exercise technologies.
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INTRODUCTION
People who are blind or low-vision can have a harder time participating in exercise than people who are sighted. They are also more likely to be obese [9, 42] and to maintain inadequate fitness levels starting in their youth [9]. People with more severe visual impairments are less likely to believe that exercise is important and are more likely to have parents who do not encourage them to exercise [42], and thus they exercise less [36]. They may also miss out on the social aspects of exercise, such as exercise classes that are taught by instructors who do not know how to adapt to people who are blind or low-vision [35].

Exercise technologies, such as exergames and fitness trackers, encourage physical activity for many users. These technologies may provide motivation, workouts, and act as a gateway to more advanced exercises [37]. However, most exergames [27] and health tracking technologies [25] have accessibility issues for people who are blind or low-vision because many of the necessary cues are visual (see Figure 1). While research efforts for exergames for people who are blind or low-vision are ongoing [27, 28, 29, 34], typically these are limited to exergames that involve only upper body exercise and do not provide as much energy expenditure as full body exercise [4]. Opportunities exist to research and develop other types of exercise technologies outside of a game setting, specifically for different contexts (e.g. gym, outdoors) and with different groups of people (e.g. alone, with a sighted guide, with friends). Better access to exercise technologies has the potential to provide more independent exercise opportunities for people who are blind or low-vision. That said, blind of low-vision users could put themselves at an increased safety risk because they lack of awareness of situational factors. Because accessible exercise technologies are related to health and may provide benefits or harms, it is important to consider the tradeoffs.
To understand the opportunities and challenges of technology playing a role in accessible exercise, we turn to Value Sensitive Design (VSD) [5, 16], an approach that requires designers to interact with both direct and indirect stakeholders as well as to elicit values and value tensions:

1. We interviewed 10 people who are blind or low-vision, as direct stakeholders, to learn about their current exercise habits, benefits and challenges of exercise, and how they use or do not use technology with exercise.

2. We interviewed 10 people who coach, instruct, direct, or volunteer for exercise activities with people who are blind or low-vision, as indirect stakeholders. We inquired about their experience with people who are blind or low-vision, along with how they or direct stakeholders that they work with use or do not use technology with exercise.

3. We conducted a survey with 76 people from the general population, another group of indirect stakeholders. We asked about their sentiments toward hypothetical scenarios where people who are blind or low-vision join public or semi-public exercise activities while using technology.

4. Two researchers coded the interviews and employed cross-case analysis [18] to determine the values participants felt an exercise technology should embody. We present a list of existing technologies that the participants use and discuss how those technologies do or do not address the reported values and features. We also present innovative technology mock-ups mentioned by our participants.

We have three main contributions: (1) the identification of the patterns, challenges, and technology use in exercise with people who are blind or low-vision, (2) an understanding of outsider perceptions of hypothetical exercise scenarios where people who are blind or low-vision use technology, and (3) a set of design opportunities and considerations that we hope will inform future accessible exercise technologies.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Below, we discuss VSD in more detail and how it informs our methodology. We also present current Eyes-Free Exercise Technology in both research and practice.

Value Sensitive Design

In our study, we used value sensitive design’s [5, 16] tripartite methodology to account for values from various stakeholders. VSD may start from a value, technology, or context of use [16]. Because we wanted to determine technology opportunities and considerations organically, we chose to start from a context of use: exercise for people who are blind or low-vision. Yetim provides a nice summary of the evolution of VSD [46]. The three parts consist of a Conceptual, Empirical, and Technical Investigation:

Conceptual Investigation – This first investigation involves the consideration of the stakeholders (direct and indirect) affected by a context of use. Direct Stakeholders are those who are directly immersed in the context of use and engage directly with the technology. In our case, direct stakeholders are people who are blind or low-vision with varying ranges in sight and physical fitness. Indirect Stakeholders are people who are affected by the context, but do not directly interact with the technology. Those people include coaches, instructors, sighted guides, volunteers, or others who help facilitate fitness for people who are blind or low-vision. This may include friends, family, or bystanders who observe exercisers who are blind or low-vision.

After a preliminary identification of stakeholders, conceptual investigations typically follow by brainstorming possible benefits and harms for each stakeholder group, and a set of corresponding values and value tensions. For example, in our research direct stakeholders may experience a value tension between independence and safety, while indirect stakeholders may experience a value tension between service and respect. Indirect stakeholders could have a hard time deciding whether or not to provide service by helping someone who is blind or low-vision while in an exercise setting, because they might be unsure if the blind or low-vision persons might that offer to help as disrespectful.

Empirical Investigation – With an initial set of stakeholders and values, the empirical investigation strives to learn more about stakeholder values centered on a context of use. We conducted semi-structured interviews with both direct and indirect stakeholders about exercise habits, currently used technologies, and possible new technologies. With the corresponding data and analysis, the empirical investigation may confirm values from the conceptual investigation as well as uncover new values that were previously missed.

Technical Investigation – The technical investigation focuses on how existing technologies either support or hinder important values, in addition to having stakeholders brainstorm new and innovative technologies. Here, we assessed the reported and proposed technologies from the empirical investigation and discuss how those technologies do or do not address these important stakeholder values.

Eyes-Free Exercise Opportunities

Although there is a need for more accessible exercise opportunities, there are several organizations and sports that support accessible exercise. For example, national organizations such as the United States Association of Blind Athletes (USABA) [43] and the Canadian Blind Sports Association (CBSA) [8] facilitate sports for athletes who are blind or low-vision. Sports specifically invented for this population include Goalball and Beep Baseball, as well as adapted mainstream sports such as ice hockey (Courage Canada Hockey for the Blind [12]), skiing (Ski for Light [38]), and cricket (Cricket Association for the Blind in India [7]). These types of accessible sports are important because they provide the
opportunity to participate in open sports (with changing variables such as a moving ball or players [45]), which people who are blind prefer [23] over predictable closed sports (e.g. running on a treadmill) [45]. However, they may only reach a subset of people based on location, athletic ability, or interest. Therefore, ubiquitous technology solutions have the potential to complement these organizations to reach a wider audience.

**Eyes-Free Exercise Technology**

With the recent popularity of exercise tracking technologies, such as Fitbit [15] and the Nike fuel band [31], there have been several research efforts investigating how to leverage these technologies and the data they collect to increase fitness. For instance, to encourage useful exercise habits for adults (e.g. [10, 15]) and for older adults who may face significant barriers to exercise [1, 14]. Although useful, these health tracking applications are often not accessible to people who are blind or low vision [25].

Accessible exergaming has been recognized as a research problem across many disciplines [26]. One option is to make an existing exergame accessible to people who are blind or low-vision. For example, with VI-Bowling [28] and VI-Tennis [27] Morelli et al. analyzed the visual cues used in Wii Sports Bowling and Tennis and converted them to audio feedback from the speakers or tactile feedback from the Wii Remote; for a track running game on the Kinect, Morelli et al. [30] developed a solution using video capture to find visual cues and communicated the information using audio and tactile feedback with a Wii Remote.

Researchers have also developed original exergames that are accessible to people who are blind or low-vision. For example, in Pet-N-Punch the player has to hit rodents and pet cats at a farm using a Wii Remote and nunchuck; participants were able to achieve light to moderate upper body exercise [29]. Eyes-Free Yoga is an original exergame that teaches yoga to people who are blind or low-vision by giving personalized feedback on yoga postures [34].

Beyond exergames, there are opportunities for innovative technologies to be developed for different contexts (e.g. gym, outdoors) and with different groups of people (e.g. alone, with a sighted guide, with friends). The design and development of accessible exercise technologies may provide an impact in both research and practice. Therefore, we hope our work will uncover important values behind accessible exercise and the opportunities for technology design.

**RESEARCHER STANCE**

The research team is comprised of people with backgrounds in Computer Science, Human-Computer Interaction, and Accessibility. We were able to recruit participants for our study because of prior volunteer experience at a school for the blind, prior volunteer experience at an organization that facilitates recreation for people of all abilities, and previous research experience. All of the authors are sighted, so it is possible that the interview and survey materials may have a bias toward a sighted perspective.

**CONCEPTUAL INVESTIGATION**

**Stakeholders.** We began our conceptual investigation by brainstorming direct and indirect stakeholders. Because we are studying eyes-free exercise opportunities, the direct stakeholders are people who are blind or low-vision. Indirect stakeholders include those who are involved in fitness for people who are blind or low-vision (e.g., coaches, directors, instructors, and volunteers who enable exercise) and the general public who also participate in exercise because they may impact the decision of a person who is blind or low-vision on (e.g., in fitness classes or bystanders). We did not include some indirect stakeholders in our research. In particular, we did not work with friends or family of people who are blind or low-vision. While this group is more directly involved on a personal level, they may have less expertise in an exercise setting. It is possible that a family member or friend may also be teacher, coach, volunteer, or a survey respondent so we did not let that affect our recruitment.

**Harms and Benefits.** Our research team also brainstormed the potential benefits and harms of different types of exercise and exercise technology and the underlying values that stakeholders attach to the space. We determined that two explicitly supported project values [5] for eyes-free exercise should be accessibility (people of any visual ability should be able to use the technology) and fitness (supports any exercise activity).

**Values.** The goal of this research is to uncover values related to eyes-free exercise. To identify preliminary values to help focus our interviews, we read related work about values and eyes-free technologies. The authors uncovered possible stakeholder values that include but are not limited to independence [2, 16, 22, 39], safety [22, 40], being mainstream [39, 40], and confidence [2, 16] (see Table 3 for a complete list). People should have the ability to exercise independently, whether that is with or without a friend, chaperone, or technology. In addition, they should be able to maintain a sense of safety throughout the exercise, whether that involves multiple sources of information, a viable back up plan, or exercising caution when planning a workout. When they are exercising, they should not feel like they stand out in the crowd in a negative manner, and they should feel confident during exercise. The authors hypothesized that they would uncover additional values, and the list of values would change throughout the empirical and technical investigations.

**EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION METHODS**

We conducted semi-structured interviews and a survey to elicit values from direct and indirect stakeholders:

1. Group 1 (Direct Stakeholders): We conducted semi-structured interviews with people who are blind or low-vision (Table 1).
2. Group 2 (Indirect Stakeholders): We conducted semi-structured interviews with people who facilitate exercise for people who are blind or low-vision (Table 2).

3. Group 3 (Indirect Stakeholders): We conducted a survey of the general population.

In the interviews for Group 1, we inquired about the benefits and challenges of exercise as well as participants’ exercise technology background in different contexts. First, we asked about exercise history and about whether they exercise alone, with others, or in a gym setting. We asked about technologies or accessibility solutions used during exercise. We provided hypothetical exercise scenarios with technology, offered two balanced reasons for why a certain technology may or may not be preferred, and asked for their feedback. For example:

Joe takes a mainstream yoga class. He uses a special mat (which looks like a regular yoga mat) that detects his weight distribution and gives some feedback about how to adjust his pose via one headphone so Joe can still listen to the instructor.

Idea 1: Some people say it’s OK to wear headphones in a class because you will receive extra information.

Idea 2: Some people find it concerning to wear headphones because they will appear different and could possibly fall behind in the class or not hear the instructor.

Do you tend to agree with Idea 1 or Idea 2? Why?

We finished by asking about previous stories while exercising where they experienced some form of difficulty (e.g., felt unsafe, felt not confident, etc.) and about possible innovative technologies that could help in these situations.

In the Group 2 indirect stakeholder interviews, we inquired about experiences facilitating exercise with people who are blind or low-vision and, if applicable, how it differed from people who are sighted. We asked for supporting stories to obtain additional contexts and details about their experiences. We asked about technology use and asked the same use case scenarios as Group 1.

Finally, the survey for Group 3 presented three scenarios in which a person who is blind or low-vision is using an accessible technology to facilitate exercise and inquired about the thoughts of survey respondents. For example: You are currently attending an exercise class at the gym, and a participant who is blind joins the class. Please check off the feelings that apply most to you. Answers include: excited, neutral, stressed, unsure of how much space to give them, and unsure of whether or not to help them.

For all three groups, we were careful to order the questions so as not to intentionally prime the interview toward a specific value (e.g., How do you feel about safety?).

For interviews, we recruited 10 direct stakeholders who were blind or low-vision (Group 1: D1-D10, Table 1) and 10 indirect stakeholders (Group 2: I1-I10, Table 2). For the survey, 76 members of the general population were respondents to our Group 3 survey (S1-S76, 51 female, 25 male; ages 18-76; median age 34.5). We recruited survey respondents via email. We were conducting a qualitative analysis, and thus recruited until we reached data saturation, which was after 10 interviews for Group 1 and Group 2 (which is consistent with findings that that data saturation usually occurs before reaching 12 interviews in a given population [19]). All of the interviews were conducted over the phone and lasted from 30 minutes to two hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female (6), Male (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Range: 21-68, Median: 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>Totally blind (2), Legally blind (2), Degenerative condition (3), Light perception only (2), Peripheral vision in one eye (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Since birth (6), Later in life (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity</td>
<td>Sedentary (4), Active walker (3), Active (1), Very active and travel to compete (2).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Demographic information about Group 1 participants (Direct stakeholders – blind or low-vision).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female (5), Male (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Range: 25-67, Median: 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>Sighted (4), Visually impaired (1), Degenerative condition (2), Totally blind (1) Not reported (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Coach (2), Program manager (2), Director (1), Sighted guide (2), Pilot (2), Yoga instructor (1), Spin instructor (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Facilitated</td>
<td>Swimming (1), Biking (7), Running (4), Triathlon (3), Skiing/Snowboarding (3), Kayaking (3), Rock climbing (2), Goalball (1), Beep Baseball (1), Yoga (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role Duration</td>
<td>Range: 1.5-15 years, Median: 4 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Demographic information about Group 2 participants (Indirect Stakeholders – facilitate fitness)
We audio-recorded and transcribed the interviews. For the interview transcripts and survey text responses, we employed cross-case analysis [18] where two researchers independently read the transcripts and identified themes and values. Then the two researchers met and synthesized a master set of themes and values. Next the two researchers used these themes and values to re-code the entire set of interviews. After semi-randomly selecting and coding the same five interviews, the researchers reviewed each other’s work and made revisions as necessary. The researchers then independently coded the rest of the interviews. Throughout this process, the researchers met regularly to iterate on the code set.

RESULTS
First, we discuss the emergent themes, values and value tensions mentioned by all three groups followed by survey results from Group 3. These are summarized in Table 3.

Stakeholder Themes, Values, and Value Tensions
Opportunity: Knowledge transfer while exercising in a class
Knowledge is an important value for technology design in general, but there are unique opportunities in the domain of accessible exercise. Mainstream exercise classes are one opportunity where technology may enhance the experience for someone who is blind or low-vision, because most classes are not accessible [35]. In our interviews, no direct stakeholders reported having a positive experience in a mainstream exercise class. D9 reported that she took a class on martial arts, and there was a lack of respect: “I did that for about a few weeks and they came and told me that they would like me to have special lessons by myself. ... I was so offended and I never went back.” Direct stakeholders reported positive experiences when the class was made accessible: “She was very, very descriptive and really used language that was very not visual per se, but in terms of positions ‘to the door’ ‘to the window’” (D3). Descriptive verbal instructions may provide benefit when learning an exercise, like with EyeSight Free Yoga [34]. Because of positive social benefits from attending an exercise class (e.g., community), technology that communicates knowledge in this setting may provide multiple benefits.

When blind and low-vision participants were posed with the idea of using one headphone to hear extra feedback while in a mainstream yoga class, they responded positively because the technology could provide them with knowledge when the instructor was not available: “the instructor cannot take time to come around to each person” (D2) and still allow them the benefit of community: “it is more preferable ... because clearly you get to work out with other people” (D10). Survey respondents also felt that the system may provide utility to them; they “wonder what the feedback sounds like” (S63) and also “want feedback about how I am doing” (S7).

That said, some of the exercise instructors and survey respondents expressed concerns about integrating this type of technology in a class: “Hopefully they [instructors] would be encouraging and on board with him using that adaptive piece of equipment and help him calm him a little bit if he does fall behind” (I2). In addition, “if the person wasn’t familiar with the moves being called out by the instructor and people got distracted trying to help, it could be embarrassing for the participant” (S30). There is a value tension that with extra knowledge, the instructor, class, or participant may become distracted and no longer experience mindfulness. Not all instructors may be on board with such a design, especially those who specialize in instructing people who are blind or low-vision. I9, an eyes-free yoga class instructor, thought that the technology would only be useful if a teacher was not present: “I don’t think it’s so good. I think if he was on his own [and] if the teacher wasn’t there, it’s great” (I9).

Opportunity: Knowledge transfer while exercising with a sighted guide
Another opportunity to integrate knowledge in technology design is when exercising with a sighted guide. Sighted guides are not very accessible to recruit and exercise with regularly “So my partner only being 30 miles away - I don’t think there is anyone else who has a pilot who lives that close in tandem racing” (D10), and perhaps: “why they don’t guide is because there is that pressure. You can’t let them down. You can’t be the slowest ever during the day” (I5). According to the United States Association for Blind Athletes (USABA): “Often runners are hesitant to serve as guide runners fearing they will do something or not do something that could result in injury or a poor performance for the blind athlete” [41].

Because the purpose of a sighted guide is “to be their eyes” (I3) and “our time keepers” (I3), innovative lightweight technologies may offset the amount of communication needed while exercising. For example, technology could

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunity or Consideration</th>
<th>Values (V) or Value Tensions (T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Knowledge transfer while exercising in a class | V: knowledge, mainstream, respect, community  
T: knowledge vs. mindfulness |
| Knowledge transfer while exercising with a sighted guide | V: accessibility, knowledge  
T: communication vs. knowledge |
| Rigorous outdoor exercise | V: mindfulness, outdoors/green exercise, safety  
T: independence vs. safety |
| Navigating exercise spaces | V: accessibility, safety  
T: accessibility vs. fitness |
| Audio channel design | V: knowledge, awareness, safety, mindfulness  
T: knowledge vs. awareness, knowledge vs. safety, knowledge vs. mindfulness |
| Less mainstream solutions | V: mainstream, community, knowledge, safety, confidence  
T: mainstream vs. knowledge, mainstream vs. community, mainstream vs. confidence |
provide knowledge “about the environment” (D3) or something that would use a “transponder to give an audible sort of – Let’s say there’s five racers numbered 1 2 3 4 5. It maybe could give the splits ‘... And number 2 is in the lead number 3 is 2 minutes behind her’... There are the verbal cues that I do give throughout the race, all the better that it could be technology because here again that’s one of the pressures on the guide is to not only run as fast as the athlete but also talk at the higher level” (I5). Presenting knowledge while running in groups is feasible; Mauriello et al. developed a system that displays runner information on the back of shirts [24], which could be made accessible.

Opportunity: Rigorous outdoor exercise
Previous work has found that exercising outdoors in a rural or urban setting (termed “green exercise”) lends itself to improving physical and health outcomes [33]. This was reflected as a value for many participants in our study. Participants identified mindfulness as a benefit to exercising outdoors including being “more connected to earth” (I7), “out in the fresh air” (D2), and “away from the noise of the city” (D4). Brisk walking with a cane, sighted guide, or guide dog is feasible, but when the pace of exercise is increased, “trying to find someone who is amenable who is willing to run as a guide” (D6) is a barrier as mentioned previously. Stationary rigorous activity, considered closed exercises in adapted exercise physiology [45], may become monotonous and feel less productive: “I know it’s kind of ridiculous to expend all of that effort and not even move an inch” (D6). While there are possible safety concerns, participants have a desire to engage in more open exercises [45], including rigorous physical activity outdoors: “If I had more of a chance to get outdoors on a tandem outside, so that would be more exciting” (D10).

When we presented the following hypothetical technology to both direct and indirect stakeholders: James decides to walk around the track. With a mounted camera and headphones, he is able to hear whether or not he is staying in his lane and about nearby obstacles, we noticed a value tension between the values of independence and safety. Several participants (D1-D4, D6-D7, I1, I3-I6, and I8-I9) were interested in using the technology and felt that “we can’t be afraid of goofing up” (D4) and “wouldn’t be too terribly concerned if the technology failed because somehow the person got themselves to the track” (I1). In addition, “you can’t wrap yourself up as they say in cotton wool. Just get out there and try it” (I5) and they “would favor it even if there is some risk involved” (I8). Survey respondents were also positive: “It’s really cool that technology was helping the blind person in this way” (S23).

However, two participants (D10, I10) and some survey respondents were concerned about the technology due to safety: “Find someone to do it with or switch to an indoor equivalent where a sighted person isn’t necessary. And if the treadmill fails you, so what? You don’t hurt anybody else” (I10). In addition, bystanders would be “concerned that the gear will [not] work correctly and navigate around barriers” (S68) and “be afraid of going too close and causing the system to alert the person unnecessarily” (S18). In addition to system errors, the technology and situation may make a person more “susceptible to attack” (S53) as it may call attention to one’s disability [40]. Also, the technology may not warn a person in time about unexpected obstacles: “Someone’s football might fly right in their path before the camera can pick it up and warn them” (S47).

Participants also identified strategies to mitigate these issues, for example, by becoming acquainted with the technology first (D5, D8, and I7): “I would want to make sure that the feedback is detailed enough” (D8). D9 and I2 were willing to try out the system as long as they had a backup plan: “He needs to develop other skills to so that if the technology fails he would not be totally lost” (D9). While safety is a valid concern, nonetheless, there is an opportunity to enable rigorous outdoor exercise with technology. If safety is accounted for in the design – with piloting, training, and proper fail cases – this line of research has the potential to generate impact.

Opportunity: Navigating exercise spaces
While accessible solutions such as a cane or guide dog work well in most contexts, there is a value tension with fitness. For instance, D1 was unable to go on a hike with their guide dog: “I started out trying to use my guide dog but quickly discovered that it was very narrow and very rocky, and it was just not something that my dog was really accustomed to trying to navigate and guide me.” While it is possible to use a guide dog for running [13], D4 reported that their guide dog can get in the way of a brisk exercise walk: “...one of those mediums being a thinking brain, and when that thinking brain which is attached to a nose tends to get a little bit too curious for its own good, which of course gets me in trouble.”

Another example of a beneficial accessible tool hindering a workout is using a cane at the gym. D10 resorts to only having a sighted guide instead: “I don’t carry my cane with me because I have to keep putting it down, picking it up, putting it down, picking it up ... I don’t want to run into anybody” (D10). Further exacerbating the problem is that “gyms are not laid out in a real structured format” (D10).

An opportunity for technology development may involve developing tools that allow people to navigate spaces catered to exercise. One suggestion by D9 is having “a 3D printout of the gym” that may help people navigate between machines. A high tech option with real time feedback may involve using a haptic laser [20] that has a smaller form factor. While hiking, D1 and D3 suggested mapping out the trail with GPS and satellite, having your phone inform you if you are walking off of the trail, and give you directions if you are led astray. This is similar to Navi’Rando, a recent accessible technology that warns hikers of bends and turns [32]. These technologies will not replace a guide dog or a cane, but may help remove some of the barriers.
Another option may be to augment current accessibility tools, as opposed to developing separate systems. Such augmentations may have both performance and safety benefits. For example, research has explored how to augment service dogs to increase the amount and type of tasks they can complete [6, 21]. The Facilitating Interactions for Dogs with Occupations (FIDO) project produced a wearable technology for service dogs so they could increase communication with their owners [21] by providing interfaces the dogs could activate with their nose, by biting, or by tugging. In addition, Bozkurt et al. introduced Cyber-Enhanced Working Dogs (CEWDs), search and rescue dogs that wear sensors and actuators to enable real time monitoring [6]. These projects demonstrate the potential to augment a guide dog and reduce the need for a harness in certain situations, which could be a safety risk: “There are a number of people specifically have retired use of a guide dog because of various physical ailments they develop ... The scapula and the thorax that can really be pulled out of whack” (D4).

Consideration: Audio channel design
As mentioned above, there are opportunities for auditory technologies to provide knowledge during exercise in different contexts (e.g. exercise class, exercise with a sighted guide). However, caution must be exercised when determining how to present audio information; it is important for someone to have an awareness of his or her environment even with headphones [3]. If someone was hearing constant auditory feedback while wearing two headphones outside, this could pose a serious safety risk: “It’s a big world outside, and it can be everything from being accosted by somebody to traffic ... You still need your hearing whenever you’re in the public” (D9). In addition, survey respondents noted that headphones “may impair their hearing” (S67) and they “may miss obstacles that come up from the side or behind” (S46).

In a more controlled setting, such as an exercise class, wearing headphones may reduce mindfulness: “I would not wear headphones if it would distract me from hearing the instructor. I would only want to hear the instructor” (D4). In addition, a distracting audio interface may cancel out a working strategy, for example: “Like the treadmills, you can pretty easily tell if the people are on them, because they thump, thump, thump really loud” (D7).

As noted above, the audio channel can be an attractive opportunity to distribute knowledge, but there are value tensions with awareness, safety, and mindfulness. For instance, referring to the scenario where James was walking on the track with a mounted camera and headphones, participants were interested in refining when and how audio feedback was delivered: “I would not want something that speaks when you are out of your lane, but does not give enough information for how to get back into the lane” (D8). In other words, if the system only provided knowledge that there was a mistake, and not how to fix the mistake, the person may lose their orientation or become discouraged, impinging on mindfulness or safety.

This value tension between knowledge and that of awareness, mindfulness, and safety demonstrates that an important design consideration is how to deliver audio information (e.g. speakers, headphones, one ear bud, and bone conduction headphones). On the one hand, in a public or exercise class setting where others are present, using headphones may be advantageous: “It is not like the feedback is bothering me because they hear it via their own headphones” (S29). Using one ear bud may be advantageous, because “if they just have one headphone in they can still hear the instructor” (I4). Bone conduction headphones may also be suitable: “It doesn’t go in your ear so you can hear what's going on around you” (I8). On the other hand, in surroundings where hearing is already difficult, technology occupying both ears may be advantageous (e.g. skiing): “There are two way radio sets which I [would] love to get ... If they are going fast enough, the wind, the sound of the snow becomes really hard to hear your instructor just down the hill from you” (I2).

To explore this tension and develop appropriate technologies, designers will have to consider how to design the audio channel by assessing the exercise and context to determine the appropriate type (e.g. auditory, tactile, verbal) and the frequency (e.g. constant, only when a correction is necessary, time based) of feedback. In addition, if the person who is blind or low-vision will need to wear headphones to receive information, appropriate headphones should be selected: “It may be beneficial to use wireless headphones to preserve the integrity of the movements involved in the exercise” (S13).

Consideration: Less mainstream solutions
Developing mainstream technology solutions may be important for an aesthetic appearance [40]. However, participants suggested that they do not mind appearing different by using a less familiar technology (e.g., mounted camera) or in a less familiar context (e.g., exercise class) to appear less different while exercising. While the technology might make them look “different,” the outcome is that they may be able to perform the exercise and workout in a community: “It’s good for everyone to get to participate and if some extra equipment is necessary that’s fine” (S46). In other words, it is okay to develop a less mainstream technology, because it will help a person who is blind or low-vision exercise in more mainstream settings.

There are a few reasons why during exercise less mainstream solutions may have utility: 1) “You’re getting that extra feedback that you need to make sure you are doing it right so you don’t have to rely on someone else or the instructor to give you that feedback, but you are still participating in the class” (D5, knowledge), 2) “Anything that integrates a visually impaired [person] into the normal activities of daily life that the rest of us don’t even think about” (I6, community), and 3) “I think just me as a blind person I adapt pretty quickly and then my other thing is that I am different <laughs>” (D6, confidence). Developing exercise technologies that may make a person appear slightly different will give them the
knowledge to help them join in activities and have a positive experience with others.

Participants suggested that it is okay to appear different, especially when safety is on the line: “One of my times skiing ... The reason of wearing the bib that says blind on it is so other people are aware so you do stick out ... and they can be conscientious of you staying out of your way.” That being said, it is likely still a good design goal to create assistive technologies that are minimally noticeable and give people the opportunity to identify themselves as blind if they choose.

It is worth noting that we only interviewed adults, who might have gained confidence: “It’s always you don’t feel independent. I feel that as an adult ... I don’t care” (D3). However, this is not necessarily the case when growing up: “I was growing up as a child, I felt very, very apart and not part of this group, because if you are different you are very self-conscious” (D3). Mainstream sports can be discouraging: “You only get three strikes in baseball, yea well I got 5, 7 <laughs> until I hit the ball, and when you hear the PE coach calling the catcher talking to the pitcher ‘Just understand it to him’” (D4). In addition, people may not be understanding of an assistive technology and may: “talk about the device this blind person is using making them feel alienated” (S21). Thus, another important and underexplored research direction may include developing technologies to make exercise accessible and enjoyable for children who are blind or low-vision, along with technologies that facilitate play between children of all visual acuities.

**General Population Response to Exercise Scenarios**

76 survey respondents from the general population about their feelings and rationale toward three scenarios as follows:

1. You are currently jogging around a running track. A person who is blind walks on the track. With a mounted camera and headphones, they are able to hear whether or not they are staying in their lane and about the obstacles in front of them.

2. You are currently attending an aerobics class at the gym, and a participant who is blind joins the class. With a special mat, which looks like a regular yoga mat, it can detect their weight distribution, and they can hear feedback about how they are doing via one headphone.

3. You are currently at home using a camera and audio-based yoga program using a video game system with a friend who is blind. You are exercising next to each other simultaneously.

Scenario 1 occurred in an outdoor, unstructured, public space (running track). Scenario 2 occurred in an indoor, structured, public space (exercise class). Scenario 3 occurred in an indoor, structured, private space (home). Table 4 shows the sentiments of survey participants for the different scenarios. One caveat regarding Scenario 3: Participants may not have a friend who is blind or low-vision, making this scenario even more hypothetical; however, we thought the scenario would be more realistic than if it were a stranger who is blind or low-vision. This decision may have affected participants’ responses for this scenario.

While participants had similar views across all three scenarios with regard to feeling excited, neutral, stressed, or uneasy about the camera, there are interesting differences that emerge with respect to space and help. With Scenario 1 (walking around the track), 50% of participants “wouldn’t necessarily know how much space to give them” (S38). This is in stark contrast to the exercise class setting (15.8%) and home setting (22.4%), where differences were found to be statistically significant (Wilcoxon rank sum test - Scenario 1 vs. Scenario 2: W=3876, p < 0.0001, Scenario 1 vs. Scenario 3: W=3686, p = 0.001). This may reflect that when the exercise space is unstructured, more people do not understand how to give enough space while exercising near someone who is blind or low-vision.

In addition, there were differences among the three scenarios in the percentage of participants who felt unsure as to whether or not they should help. While in a class setting, only 10.5% of participants were not sure about whether or not to help: “They already have instructions” (S12). This may be the case because the other class members are reliant on the instructor to provide assistance. The other two settings have a larger number of participants who report being unsure about whether or not to help: at home (25%) and on the running track (34.2%), and these differences are statistically significant (Wilcoxon rank sum test – Scenario 1 vs. Scenario 2: W=3572, p < 0.001, Scenario 2 vs. Scenario 3: W=2470, p = 0.02). It is possible that with proper education about etiquette while in the home or with signs in a public space, people will know how to act appropriately when exercising around someone who is blind or low-vision.

**TECHNICAL INVESTIGATION**

With the emerging opportunities for eyes-free exercise technologies, we followed our empirical investigation with an investigation of current technologies and technologies brainstormed by the participants. One purpose of technical investigations in VSD is to examine how current technologies fit
or omit the emergent values or issues which surfaced during the empirical investigation, and to offer stakeholders an opportunity to brainstorm new technologies that address their concerns [16]. This is important to VSD because it allows researchers to primarily reflect on the state of technology, as opposed to the stakeholders like in the Empirical Investigation. It also allows for researchers and stakeholders to brainstorm concrete ideas for this design space. Group 1 participants (D1-D10) reported technologies they currently use, and Group 2 participants (I1-I10) reported technologies that are used by people they work with or that they use themselves (because for some participants, they were also a direct stakeholder). The complete set of reported technologies is shown in Table 5. Below, we also report novel technology ideas presented by the researchers in the interviews and survey and brainstormed by participants for each emerging opportunity.

While there is an opportunity for technology to communicate knowledge in an exercise class, the only two reported technologies were an inaccessible heart rate monitor for PE fitness testing and a partially accessible spin bike. The heart rate monitor output was read aloud by a sighted person and does not provide any instructions as to how to complete an exercise. The spin bikes were for a spin class in which the instructor is blind (I10). Instead of relying on the inaccessible output of the spin bikes, the instructor uses “music to indicate what you should try to do” and feeling to drive the class: “We are all working 90%. Perhaps my feet are going faster or slower. Perhaps I have more or less resistance. It is still 90% no matter what.” In addition to the researchers proposed technology of using a special mat and headphone in an exercise class for yoga, D2 suggested using a similar technology idea for jazzercise.

Currently reported technologies also do not fill in the knowledge gap when exercising with a sighted guide. Despite several technologies being reported while exercising with a sighted guide or bicycle pilot: bike computer, talking heart rate monitor, heart rate monitor, RunKeeper, and Strava, only one is accessible and was used during the workout. The inaccessible bike computer was read aloud by the pilot (I5), which places more work on the guide. In contrast, I3 is a coach to athletes who use a talking heart rate monitor, reducing the load on the sighted guide. The inaccessible heart rate monitor (I6), RunKeeper (I3), and Strava (I2, I6, I8) allowed for participants to record information about their workouts and analyze it at a later time. Ideally, more technologies would be developed to allow athletes to receive real-time information about their workouts, thereby reducing the load on a sighted guide or bicycle pilot. Participants brainstormed technologies to help fill this gap: whether it would be an alarm to go off if the athlete is approaching the wall or another player (I4) or the transponder technology to notify of other competitors (I5) mentioned in the empirical investigation.

With respect to independent rigorous exercise outdoors, only one of the reported technologies fills the void: Beep baseball, which is an already open exercise [45] specifically designed for people who are blind or low-vision. In terms of the eleven other technologies, six are used while running,
biking, or skiing with a sighted guide, and five are used while walking outdoors. There are interesting potential research efforts that try to close the gap between independent exercise while walking (e.g. more closed exercise [45]) and guided exercise while completing rigorous activity (e.g. more open exercise [45]). In addition to the researchers suggesting a head mounted camera and headphones to guide someone around the track, D4 also suggested developing a controlled setting for tennis, where a machine would serve audible tennis balls with both a consistent location and time frame (D4).

Navigation of exercise spaces is also not well represented by the reported technologies. D4 reported using the iPhone camera with zoom and flash to help navigate while walking, however this technology is not designed for this purpose and requires time and overhead. Secondly, D9 reported using two technologies related to navigation (Sendero look around and GPS), but they were only related to walking outdoors. There is an opportunity for technology to be developed to help people navigate new exercise spaces, such as a gym, running track, or hiking trail. D1 and D3 proposed a technology to help navigate hiking trails as mentioned in the empirical investigation. Additionally, D3 proposed giving auditory feedback to properly navigate a swimming lane, and D7 suggested wearing a camera so they could be notified as to whether or not a person is using exercise equipment.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
While we carefully chose our study design, there were limitations to our approach. Our recruitment entailed contacting email lists and snowball recruitment. As a result, it is possible that we may have received less of a representative sample. In addition, the authors were not able to recruit people who are blind or low-vision and are also part of a sports team such as Goalball or Beep Baseball. Finally, we were unable to have participants work with physical prototypes as described in the interviews; they were not within a close geographic distance and some of the technologies may not yet exist. For these reasons, our study and analysis of the interviews is qualitative. In addition, there were hypothetical technologies posed in the survey and in some of the interviews. The responses may be different than if the technology existed and was regularly used.

For future work, we hope to design and develop technologies that fit the four opportunities identified by this work. Ideally, designers would involve both direct and indirect stakeholders while designing, prototyping, and testing technology.

CONCLUSION
We presented opportunities and design considerations for eyes-free exercise technologies by employing value sensitive design. Specifically, we conducted interviews with 10 people who are blind or low-vision and with 10 people who facilitate fitness for people who are blind or low-vision, as well as a survey with 76 people from the general population who acted as outsiders to blind exercisers. We found four opportunities for design (Table 3): knowledge transfer while in an exercise class, knowledge transfer while exercising with a sighted guide, rigorous outdoor exercise, and navigating exercise spaces. In addition, we identified two further considerations: (Table 3): how to properly design the audio channel and how to allow for less mainstream technologies to be viable options when enhancing exercise in a mainstream setting. We hope that researchers and designers can build from this work and inform future technologies that help make exercise more accessible for people who are blind or low-vision.
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